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STURT CREEK – MILKWATER 
IMAGE COURTESY WARINGARRI ABORIGINAL ARTS

Exploring their spiritual connection to water, the 
works of three artists from the Kimberley are brought 
together for the exhibition Ngappa Gerloong. Senior 
Jaru artist Kittey Malarvie, her niece Louise Malarvie 
and Miriwoong artist Jan Griffiths are all ochre painters 
from Waringarri Aboriginal Arts.  From the shimmering 
waters of Sturt Creek and Paraku (Lake Gregory) in 
Western Australia, to the stillness and floral beauty of 
Woorrilbem billabong in the Northern Territory, these 
artists explore their connection to water through 
painterly layers and forms. What uniquely binds these 
artists in Ngappa Gerloong is their fascination with the 
water’s surface, and the unseen connection that exists 
beneath.

NGAPPA  GERLOONG
WATER WATER
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NGAPPA  GERLOONG
WATER WATER

Water or ngappa in Jaru are, for Kittey 
and Louise Malarvie an essential, 
life-giving force provided to them 

by their ancestors during the Ngarrangarni 
or Dreamtime.  The artists’ abstract linear 
and dotted works express the movement 
of water and the light reflecting from its 
surface. Kittey paints her traditional Country 
of Sturt Creek, south of Halls Creek, and 
what she refers to as Milkwater; a body of 
water unusual for its milky white appearance. 
Having intimate knowledge of this place, the 
artist paints the shimmering beauty of the 
water as light falls on its surface.  Her works 
are renown for their abstract beauty, yet 
subtly beneath the many layers of ochre, 
Kittey depicts the clusters of underwater river 
grasses, sediment churned by stormy waters, 
and the power of the stirring Rainbow 
Serpent which “keeps that water there.”

For emerging artist Louise Malarvie the 
waters of Paraku, south of Sturt Creek and 
bordering the Tanami Desert, are brought 
to life through her interpretations of wind 
flicking over water. Her fine mark-making 
suggests a play of light and colour over the 

surface of the canvas disguising layers of 
dots steered into linear form which represent 
the turbulent water currents that fill the lake 
from underground. At Paraku evidence exists 
of habitation dating back more 37,000 years 
making this body of water one of the oldest 
confirmed living areas in Australia. Once an 
inland sea and believed by the artist, to be 
fed through the artesian basin linking Paraku 
with Broome.

Miriwoong artist Jan Griffiths ruminates 
over the stillness and beauty of Woorrilbem, 
an important billabong in her mother’s 
Country in the Keep River National Park. As 
eluded to in the title of her works, History 
Beneath the Beauty, the artist describes 
a family narrative concerning the first 
encounter her grandmother experienced 
with a white man, successfully evading his 
presence.  Griffiths explores the dichotomy 
of this place; the beauty that exists and the 
pain it creates.  For the artist gerloong, water 
in Miriwoong, represents the continuing 
ramifications of pastoralist invasion. 

Always an important source of food for her 
people, today Woorrilbem is protected by 
the Northern Territory Parks and Wildlife 
Commission. Tourists visit the billabong 
and like Jan’s artworks, are astounded by its 
beauty.  Her deftly painted water lilies and 
lily pads belie the dark history that exists 
beneath the image’ surface; the brightly 
coloured lily pads a visual metaphor for her 
grandmother’s emotions when she waded in 
the water to collect bush tucker.  

Bush tucker again connects back to the 
life-giving source of water these three artists 
record and remember.  Like Woorrilbem, 
Sturt Creek has always been an important 
food source for Kittey and her family who 
continue to fish and collect mussels there 
today.  The vast lake of Paraku surrounded 
by desert supports an abundance of bird 
life and bush foods, well known to Louise. 
Painting ngappa or gerloong is essential 
practice for these artists as they explore the 
water’s surface, its substance and the deeper 
layers of their cultural connection.

– WARINGARRI ABORIGINAL ARTS
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LOUISE MALARVIE
Ngappa
2020
Natural ochre on canvas
60 x 60 cm
5645-20
$1,350
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LOUISE MALARVIE
Ngappa
2021
Natural ochre on canvas
100 x 140 cm
5794-21
$4,900
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LOUISE MALARVIE
Ngappa
2021
Natural ochre on canvas
80 x 60 cm
5795-21
$1,750

Ngappa (water) in Lake 
Gregory is special because 
of the underwater tunnels 
that keep the lake full. 
These tunnels are ancient 
and were created during 
the Dreamtime.  The 
tunnels are as far away as 
Broome and in the Lake 
the saltwater mixes with 
the freshwater. The water 
moves quickly through the 
grasses growing there.

- LOUISE MALARVIE
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LOUISE MALARVIE
Ngappa
2021
Natural ochre on canvas
80 x 60 cm
5805-21
$1,750
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LOUISE MALARVIE
Ngappa
2021
Natural ochre on canvas
140 x 100 cm
5808-21
$4,900
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JAN GRIFFITHS
History Beneath the Beauty
2020
natural pigment on paper
57 x 76 cm
5671-20
$1,500
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JAN GRIFFITHS
History Beneath the Beauty
2020
natural pigment on paper
57 x 76 cm
5683-20
$1,500

After seeing this 
exhibition, I hope 
next time when 
people see a water-
filled billabong they 
can reflect on my 
grandmother’s story. 
I hope people may see 
and understand that 
it’s not only the beauty 
of water but it is our 
culture and history that’s 
important.

- JAN GRIFFITHS
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JAN GRIFFITHS
History Beneath the Beauty
2021
Natural ochre on canvas
60 x 60 cm
5720-21
$1,350
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JAN GRIFFITHS
History Beneath the Beauty
2021
Natural ochre on canvas
76 x 76 cm
5733-21
$2,100
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JAN GRIFFITHS
History Beneath the Beauty
2021
Natural ochre on canvas
100 x 200 cm
5751-21
$7,400
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JAN GRIFFITHS
Woorrilbem
2021
Natural ochre on canvas
100 x 140 cm
5792-21
$4,900
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KITTEY MALARVIE
Milkwater
2021
Natural ochre on canvas
90 x 120  cm
451613
$7,900
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KITTEY MALARVIE
Milkwater
2019
Natural ochre on canvas
150 x 180 cm
5708-19
$23,500
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KITTEY MALARVIE
Milkywater
2021
natural pigment on paper
60 x 120 cm
5809-21
$3,500

… the rainbow snake 
stays there [in Sturt 
Creek], he keeps the 
water there until the 
rain comes.

- KITTEY MALARVIE
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KITTEY MALARVIE
Milkywater
2021
natural pigment on paper
60 x 120 cm
5810-21
$3,500
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LOUISE MALARVIE JAN GRIFFITHS KITTEY MALARVIE

IMAGES COURTESY WARINGARRI ABORIGINAL ARTS

 WARINGARRI ABORIGINAL ARTS

Louise Malarvie is an artist developing a repertoire of 
images to reflect the cultural learning taught to her by the 
elders of her family. Committed to her cultural tradition and 
its expression, Louise explores an individual interpretation 
of colour and composition to best translate her cultural 
learning. “I was born in Darwin and grew up at Mistake 
Creek and Bamboo Springs and then moved to Kununurra 
and lived at Lily Creek. Afterwards I went to Emu Creek 
with my Mum. We used to catch the bus into Kununurra for 
school. We lived in the ranch area at Kununurra in the 90s. 
I followed my mother to do painting. I watched my mother 
paint since I was small when she used to sell her paintings 
at the bakery before Waringarri Arts started. Everyone – my 
grandpa, my mum and dad all moved to Waringarri then.”

I was born in Kununurra and I went to school in Broome. I 
first began work as a trainee broadcaster and journalist in 
1990. I also did a few months at the Waringarri Aboriginal 
Arts Centre and enjoyed the little time I spent there. I’ve 
worked at the Wyndham Super Market and Tuckerbox 
store in Kununurra for several years. I’ve been painting 
on and off for a few years now. I’m carrying on the stories 
of my parents, Peggy and Alan Griffiths – ’ cultural stories 
that were handed down to my parents and then to me. 
Both my parents are famous artists in the Kimberley but 
most importantly, they are my traditional teachers. I too 
can keep our tradition alive and hand the stories of our 
ancestors and how our country came to be, down to the 
next generation and generations to come. I do this with 
great pride and honour. My arts practice includes painting, 
animation, poetry and ceramics.

I was born at the gold mine – Brockman near Halls Creek. 
I grew up at the Ord River Station between Mistake Creek 
and Spring Creek. I travelled to Kununurra with my family 
in the early 1970s where I first learnt boab carving and 
artefact making with my mother and father. We used to sell 
to tourists to make money. My dad was teaching us and we 
were selling in the street in Kununurra and then through 
the first Waringarri. We would go out on weekends looking 
for boab nuts to carve and sell. It was a hard time but a 
good time. These days I prefer to paint and make prints.

Recently focusing on painting practice, Kittey reveals layers 
of meaning and story in rich ochre paintings that connect 
to her traditional desert country south west of Kununurra. 
Layers of circle motifs interpret the transition of the 
seasons and a land that is flooded and dry by turns leaving 
behind the patterned ground of “luga” cracked mud.
Malarvie’s Milkwater series depicts a meditation on the 
multifaceted play of wind and light across a remarkable 
body of water the colour of milk. Painting primarily in 
ochres of pinks, black, greys and milky whites, the artist 
translates the language of her Country into the gestures 
and utterances of international abstraction.
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MILKWATER 
IMAGE COURTESY WARINGARRI ABORIGINAL ARTS



For further information or to see high resolution images
please contact  Paul Johnstone Gallery.

All rights reserved.
Artwork copyright © the photographers and artists. 


